Drain Solution™
Professional Grade Drain Opener #7620

“Dissolves Hair, Paper, Grease”

DRAIN SOLUTION is a powerful non-acid opener and maintainer and is designed especially for the professional maintenance technician. DRAIN SOLUTION is three times heavier than water and can travel through several feet of sewer line to reach a clogged source. What can clog your drain? Hair, paper, grease, lint and organic build-up. That is what DRAIN SOLUTION was designed for; yet it is safe on PVC, clay and steel lines. DRAIN SOLUTION should not be used in garbage disposals. Consult your representative about other drain products and services we offer.

AREAS OF USE: INDUSTRIAL PLANTS • HOTELS/MOTELS • SCHOOLS • OFFICE BUILDINGS • RESTAURANTS

APPLICATIONS: SANITARY SEWER LINES • LATERAL LINES • HVAC DRAIN PANS • FLOOR DRAINS • GREASE TRAPS

TECHNICAL DATA
FORM: Liquid
ODOR: Lemon
COLOR: Colorless
DETERGENCY: N/A
TOXICITY: Hazardous
WETTING ABILITY: 100%
STORAGE STABILITY: 1 Year +
COLD STABILITY: 32°F

FLASH POINT: N/A
BOILING POINT: Comp. to water
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: 100%
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.38
% VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 75%
pH: Greater than 13
VISCOITY: Thin Liquid
EVAPORATION RATE: (BUAC=1) Slower
BIODEGRADABILITY: NO
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